it's times like these that the internet makes me most happy when respectable online publications publish entertaining and interesting stories about the world's hardest sudoku puzzle you'd at least expect them to give you a link to it or a picture of it oh yes you guessed it they don't but i couldn't find it anywhere so i undustriously hunted and eventually found the secret formula, cotobaiu, dyerector one wall mount color rack system is an all in one modular hair color storage cabinet inventory management system it is used in hair salons to store your hair color perfectly in an orderly cost effective and efficient way its modular design makes it the must have hair salon equipment storage system for any and every salon need, primo the largest independent national magazine for and about italian americans provides quality journalism on italian american history heritage and achievements primo discusses topics of importance to italian americans with articles on italian art language travel food and wine, password requirements 6 to 30 characters long ascii characters only characters found on a standard us keyboard must contain at least 4 different symbols, vol 7 no 3 may 2004 mathematical and natural sciences study on bilinear scheme and application to three dimensional convective equation itaru hataue and yosuke matsuda